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ALUMNI RETURNING TO CAMPUS FOR 8th ANNUAL HOMECOMING
VERSATILE MAINE TEAM IN CRUCIAL GAME WITH STRONG COLBY
<a

Mules Are Expected
To Use Wide Open
Attack on Bears

Have Leads in "Heartbreak House"

Alumnus

To Honor Members
Of Athletic Board
At Luncheon

Brice To Start Same
Line-up as Last Week

Many Events Planned
For Coming Weekend

Maine Must Break Up Colby
Passing Attack To Win
2nd Series Struggle

Gov. Barrows To Speak at Luncheon;
Alumni Service Emblem
Will Be Awarded

One ()I the most thrilling, wide-open state series football games
ever seen on Memorial Field is sure to be seen as the feature of
Fred 1.ibbey, who will play the part of Captain Shotover, and Barbara GOVERNOR LEWIS O. BARROWS, '16,
Homecoming Day when Colby and Maine collide here Saturday. Welch, who will play the part of Hesione Hushabye, in the Masque produc- who will be one of the guest speakers
tion "Heartbreak Flouse" which is to be presented next week.
at the alumni luncheon
Colby lost a heartbreaker last week-.
end to Bowdoin while Maine rampaged over a stubborn Garnet team.
Even in defeat Colby looked like the
best eleven it has had in years. When
it found its running attack stopped by
Bowdoin's fast-charging forward wall, Round trip tickets for the special
it took to the air and passed the Polar train to Brunswick for the BowdoinMaine game November 5 go on sale
Bears dizzy.
for $1.50 at the treasurer's office MonHeavy Artillery
day morning, Ted Curtis, athletics
Maine, too, found the air route
faculty manager, announced today.
more convenient when its running
attack was slowed down by Bates' The train will leave Webster staheavier linc. and scored three touch- tion in Orono at 9:00 a.m. and Union Experienced Actors To The method of preferential voting Prof. Wilson Discusses
for class elections was adopted by the
downs. On paper it looks as though Station in Bangor at 9:30 Saturday,
Foreign Situation At
Feature In Year's
General Student Senate, Tuesday eveboth teams will unload their heavy and will arrive in Brunswick at 12:20
Women's Forum
ning. The committee reporting on
First Production
artillery against each other, which p.m. After the game it will pull out
the present plan consisted of: Artemus
will make the encounter a wide-open of Brunswick at 5:30 and will reach
"Whether
we have permanent peace
Bangor and Orono at 8:15 and 8:45, Fred I-ibby, a sophomore, and Bar- Weatherbee, chairman, Ruth Pagan,
affair.
bara Welch, a junior, who will play Alice Ann Donovan, Erwin Cooper, or not depends on German Expansion,"
respectively.
Colby reputedly has the fastest
said Miss Edith Faye Wilson, AssociMr. Curtis stressed the fact that leading roles in "Heartbreak House," and Earle Bessy.
backfield in the state. Johnny Dagate Professor of history and governthe Maine Masque's first offering of
Below is the system of preferential ment, in a talk on the "Prospects for
gett has performed sensationally in there are no regulations concerning
the season, November 2, 3, 4, are both voting to be used in the
coming class Peace in Europe," at the Women's
broken field running. Last week Dag- the behavior of students on the train,
equipped with considerable dramatic elections which will take place
but
if
students
want
special
trains
for
Mon- Forum meeting which was held Tuesgett hurled a 44 yard pass to Bus
experience.
day, November 21. Nominations will day in Salentine sun parlor.
Burrill who ran 44 more yards for a games in the future, they should leave
Libby, a transfer from M.I.T., was be made Tuesday, November 15.
touchdown. Daggett was also on the this one in the same condition they
"Since Hitler has come to power,"
active in "The Footlighters," drama
receiving end of a 38 yard touchdown found it in when they got on.
1. The system of preferential voting Miss Wilson stated, "an official docuclub at Walpole, Mass., high school, will be applied to class
pass.
elections here ment has been made which states exwhere he played leads in "The Night this year.
Bus Burrill is said to be almost a
actly what Germany wants and these
of January 16," a last season's Broadsure bet to win an end position on the
2. The nominating committee will desires can only be accompanied by
way hit, and "Home Again Harry."
mythical all-state eleven. Burrill's
be selected as it has been in the past force."
Tall and broad-shouldered, he is physismashing defensive play and his unWilfrid Walter, veteran of the Eng- cally. suited for the part of Captain including: one representative from
"The Munich agreement," Miss Wilcanny pass-receiving are bound to give lish stage, will present a series of
each fraternity, one representative son said, "brought this dream of
Shotover. The captain is an eccentric,
the Maine backfield a busy afternoon. character sketches and Shakesperian
from each sorority, one off-campus Germany nearer than it was, for it
eighty-year old sea-dog, who has dediCapt. Lop Hersey is another of Col- interpretations in the Alumni hall toniatt and woman, one non-fraternity has broken down the military barrier
cated himself to saying the wrong
by's linenten who is bound to cause night at 8:00 p.m. as an assembly proman and one non-sorority woman, of Czechoslovakia and gives Germany
thing at the right time, having "sold
plenty of trouble.
making a total of 24 members on the military control of Southeastern Eugram.
himself to the Devil several years ago
nominating committee for each class. rope." She also attributed the JapaMaine's Versatility
Mr. Walter, who has appeared in in Zanzibar."
Maine has its versatility of attack every play by Shakespeare except
3. The actual nominations will be nese invasion of south China and the
Miss Welch, a transfer from Farmto hurl against Colby's razzle-dazzle "Cymbaline" with the "Old Vic," the
made by the committee. F-ach com- trouble in Palestine to the Munich
ington Normal School, will appear as
type of play. Dana Drew's running, Drury Lane, the Stratford-on-Avon
mittee member is to make one nomina- agreement.
Hesitate Hushabye, a flirtatious and
tion for major office and two nominapassing, and kicking have been the Festival, and other companies in EngMiss Wilson stressed the importance
attractive wife who is in love with her
Black Bears' chief offensive punch. land, offers in "Dressing Room Chats" husband, but doesn't permit that to tions for committees.
of confidence in diplomacy. "The
Dick Dyer is able to relieve Drew the picture of an actor making up for interfere with her hobby of fascinating
4. The ballot is to have twenty-four Munich agreement shattered the
capably ally time the occasion should one of Shakespeare's characters, car- every handsome man she meets. Miss names for officers as a maximum for people's confidence. The German proarise.
rying on a conversation with an imag- NVelch has taken leading roles in "You the three upper classes. Voters desig- gram requires diplomacy but if diThe middle of the Maine line, con- inery friend, talking about the part he and I," "Ladies of the Jury," "Torch- nate choices for major officers in plomacy breaks down, the only thing
sisting of Ed Cook, Ken Burr, and is about to create.
bearers," and "Double Door," under order of preference from 1 to 24. The that can be used is force. Such a state
Clarence Gengc, is on a par with any
The King of Leslie Howard's the direction of Ernestine Merrill, a office of secretary has been set aside is definitely not conducive to peace,"
in the state. Time after time oppos- "Hamlet," Mr. Walter turns from the graduate of Maine and former Masque for a woman in each class.
she said.
ing backs have been thrown for losses classics to present a series of his own member. The part of Hushabye was
5. The names of unsuccessful candiElizabeth Homans, president of the
by one of these three. The play of sketches of Englishmen "Off for the played last season on Broadway by dates for major offices will be added Forum, took charge of the business
these men has overshadowed the Holidays" on a London station plat- actress hlady Christians.
to the list of 48 names as a maximum, meeting and at the suggestion of Mr.
steady type of play of tackles Stan form, on adventuring in a New York
"Heartbreak House" was written which have been nominated for com- Dusenberry it was decided that the
JOIMS011 and Hal Dyer.
Both of subway, on types of beggars he has just prior to the World War, but was mittees.
Forum would entertain the Vermont
these tackles were amazingly profi- encountered in his travels, in Egypt not produced until NOV. 27, 1918, by
6. The class officers will appoint debating team when they visited here.
cient in stopping Bates' off-tackle
(Continued on Page Four)
the Theatre Guild at the Garrick chairmen and committees from prethrusts.
Theatre,
ferred list consisting of nominees and Appraisals Described At
The marked improvement shown by Varsity Show Reviewed
losers for major offices.
Public Utilities Lecture
Harry Shute and Red Lane has done
Swing Band Highlights
much to improve Maine's attack. At Arts Club Meeting
E. Little, chief engineer of
Giant Bates Game Rally Father Gillette Speaks theLeslie
Harry Shute caught two passes for
Harold Gerrish, president of the
Maine Public Utilities CommisForum
Freshman
At
touchdowns last week, beside turning Arts Club, welcomed a large group of
sion, delivered a lecture entitled "ApA novel chorus arrangement sung by
in a creditable defensive game. lanes freshmen at the first meeting which the freshman girls as they stood in a
Men are again beginning to believe praisals of Public Utilities" on Oct.
(Continued on Page Threr)
was held Wednesday, October 19, in block "M" on the gym floor while in the dogmas of the church, said 20, the second in a series of six lec-

Tickets to Bowdoin
Go on Sale Monday

Skits To Be Given
By Wilfrid Walter

the Faculty room in Stevens Hall.

"What American Colleges are doing for European Student Refugees"
is the subject of the discussion to be
led by Howard Goodwin and Edwin
Young at the meeting of the Liberal
Club to be held next Monday at 7:30
p.m. in the M.C.A.
This discussion will deal with both
the problems of students in Central
Europe and the reaction of American
college students to them.
Faculty and students are invited to
attend.

purpose was to bring about a closer
relationship between the faculty and
students.
William Clifford described last
year's Varsity Show, and music from
the Pale Blue Review was played.
Ruth Trickey, Roger Cotting, Constance Philbrook, Helen Wormwood,
and Mavis Creamer sang the number
which they had introduced in the show.
Dr. George McReynolds announced
that there would be a joint meeting
of the Student Arts Club and the
Faculty Arts Club, November 19.

Among the trustee, alumni, and faculty members of the Board who have
served varying periods of time in
omplete Schedule
guiding the policies of University athletics, special mention should be made
of Archer L. Grover, a graduate of
October 28 the University in 1899 and for 29
Friday
years a prominent and popular mem6:30 Football Rally
ber of the faculty, and Dean Lamert
Alumni Memorial
S. Corbett, who last year completed
7:30 Men's 'M' Club Meeting
25 years of service at the University
Alumni Memorial
as Dean of Men and Professor and
8:00 Stag Dance
Head of the Department of Animal
Alumni Memorial
served as
October 29 Husbandry, each of whom
Saturday
chairman of the Board for many years.
9:00-11:00 Visit Classes,
Dean Corbett and Mr. Grover have
Buildings, Faculty Members
served tett and nine years, respective9:00 Freshman Football
ly..
1942 vs. Bridgton
Many others among the guests of
10:00 Girls' Field Hockey
honor have rendered noteworthy serAlumnae vs. Students
vice over a long period of time, notably
11:45 Alumni-Faculty Luncheon
Clifford Patch '11, of Bangor, for 14
Alumni Memorial
years; and C. Parker Crowell '98, of
2:00 Varsity Football
Bangor, for 12 years. For the facColby vs. Maine
ulty, Registrar James Gannett, Prof.
5:00 Women's 'M' Club Supper
Benjamin Kent, and Prof. A. K. GardWomen's Field House
ner have rendered distinctive service.
Fraternity Reunions
Evening
Other Features
Other features of the noon luncheon
at which the guests of honor will
ceive the tribute of alumni and faculty
members will be the presentation of
Robert
Elwell, a freshman in the Alumni Service Emblem by Fred
the College of Agriculture, was elect- D. Knight '09, of Boston, president
of the General Alumni Association and
ed national president of the Future
a brief talk by Gov. Lewis 0. BarFarmers of America by 6,000 delerows 'hi. Paying tribute to the asgates at the annual convention held
sembled guests of honor on behalf of
last week in Kansas City, Missouri.
the alumni will be Mr. Samuel Collins
As president of the FFA, Elwell '19, a prominent business man and
will travel throughout the United enthusiastic alumnus of Caribou. PresStates and Puerto Rico, attending lo- ident Hauck will preside over the
cal meetings of the organization. He luncheon and introduce the speakers.
will also make radio broadcasts and
The program of Alumni Homecomconfer with officials in Washington, ing, the eighth presented at the UniD. C.
versity, will officially begin on FriBesides being president of the state day evening with the football rally at
association of Future Farmers, Elwell r.:30 in the Memorial Gymnasium.
has earned the title of American Farm- Immediately following the rally, Norer. which is a prerequisite for the man II. "Spike" Mayo '09, president
national president of the association. of the mett's '111' Club, will open the
He is also the recipient of one of the annual meeting of the lettermen's orW. H. Bowker scholarships. During ganization in the Alumni Memorial.
the last three years he made a profit A program of moving pictures, brief
of $21O0 in farming the nine acres of talks and reminiscences, accompanied
land he owns and the twenty acres he by refreshments of the traditional cirented. Elwell is a reporter on the der. doughnuts. and apples, will be
Canopus staff.
featured.
Saturday Events
MCA Begins New Policy Feature events of Saturday will inWith Musical Vespers clude the freshman football game
against Bridgton at the practice field
A new policy is to be inaugurated at 9:00 ant., and an opportunity for
by the Maine Christian Association returning graduates to visit faculty
on Sunday. Oct. 30, at 4:15 p.m. in members and inspect buildings, laborathe I.ittle Theatre when the first in a
(Continued an Page Two)
series of monthly Musical Vespers
presented in which various
will
1939 Prism Receives
members of the undergraduate stuFirst Class Rating
dent body will contribute their time,
talent. and interest.
The 1939 Prieto', edited by Artenius
The service this Sunday will include Weatherbee, was one of fifteen books
selections by the Vespers Chorus, aug- from colleges with enrollments of 1000
mented by members of the University to 2500 to he awarded first class honor
Chorus, two numbers by the Univer- rating in the 1938 Critical Service by
sity Trio, solos by Elizabeth Ryan the National Scholastic Press Associaand Carleton Nowell, violin solo by tino.
Ruth Leavitt, and organ selections by
Thirty-two books were judged in
the Vesper organist, Arthur Nellie. Jr. this group, from a total of 212 yearMembers of the Abenakis and the books judged this year.
The 1938 yearbook received second
Wesley Foundation will attend in a
dass IHniot rating.
body.

Will Use Preferential Voting in Elections;
C
Student Senate Makes Radical Changes Of Weekend Events

Plan Attempts Peace Depends
Libby Has Lead New
To Remedy Evils
On Nazi Policy
In Masque Play In Old System

Liberal Club to Discuss Mr. Gerrish gave a short talk about
Problems of Refugees the Arts Club, stating that its main

Twenty-four members, past and present, of the University
Athletic Board have been invited as guests of honor of the General Alumni-Faculty Homecoming luncheon Saturday, October 29,
Alumni Secretary Charles E. Crossland announced today.

colored lights played over them, swung
enthusiasm of the student body to a
high crescendo in the pre-Bates game
rally at Memorial Gym last Friday
evening.
Freshman boys opened the program
when they marched in together singing
the Stein Song. After parading twice
around the floor, they congregated in a
corner and for some minutes kept the
gym ringing with their cheers.
A feature of the rally was the newly
organized freshman swing band led by
Mr. Albion Beverage. The response
of those present expressed the appreciation of the efforts of the frosh swing.
(Continued on Page Four)

Father Gordon Gillette, of the Episcopal Church of Old Town, in his address to the Freshman Forum, Monday night at M.C.A.
There are five fundamental dogmas
of the Episcopal Church which are its
backbone, he said. The first is the
belief in the all-creative God, not a
hazy power, but a real God.
"The second principle is the belief
in the absolute divinity of Jesus Christ.
Upon the reincarnation of Christ the
whole Catholic religion is built. Because of this reincarnation, which said
that man must be clean, direct, and
wholesome, the church should see that
(Continued on Page Four)

tures being given under the auspices
of the economics department.
In explaining the purpose of the
Maine Public Utilities Commission in
making appraisals of public utilities
property, Mr. Little said, "The Maine
Public Utilities Commission is directed by legislative act to fix the values
on public utility property when necessary, and give due consideration to that
value in determining fair and reasonable rates."
Mr. Little discussed the problems
of evaluating property not owned directly by a utility company and making allowance for depreciation of prop(Continued on Page Four)

Elwell Elected FFA
National President

•
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A Miracle Has Happened
Elsewhere in this issue there is a detailed explanation of the
new plan adopted by the Student Senate to improve class elections.
At the meeting held last Tuesday evening, when the plan was selected, two ideas were presented by the committee charged with the
responsibility of investigating the problem of these elections. One
proposal was presented as representing the majority of the opinion
of the committee; the other was proffered as the minority opinion.
Although the latter suggestion was considered the better, the committee feared it was too great a departure from the election methods
which the students have been accustomed to expect. The committee
felt that because of the anticipated student sentiment it would be
unwise to urge the passage of this plan and thus endanger the possibility of adopting either proposal. But to the surprise of the committee members and all those acquainted with the situation, the Senate was receptive and with some modifications passed the more practicable plan.
Although it is doubtful that the Senate or the student body
realizes it, this new system, if properly managed, represents one of
the greatest contributions the Senate has made to the improvement
of several defective campus conditions for a long time. The Campus expressed approval of the Senate's efforts last week, but admittedly with some apprehension, in view of the many unsuccessful attempts of the past to remedy these same deficiencies. The liberal
attitude displayed by the Senate is unusual for that body. It would
not seem to be overstating the importance of their work to forecast
that this accomplishment may supply the necessary stimulus to other
colleges for improvements of similar situations.
The only remaining condition upon which the success of this
plan depends is the whole-hearted support of the student body.
Without this, the new system can only partially rectify the evils of
the old methods. We urge every student to study carefully the explanation printed in this issue and to exercise faithfully his voting
privilege at the proper time. The Student Senate has performed a
miracle by finally improving old, defective election methods. The
students can perform another miracle by going to the polls on election day.

I The Amazon

It certainly looks as though Mrs.
Barry's expert coaching helped make
hockey games bigger and better than
ever. The seniors trounced the sophoBy Louise Rice
mores 5-2 Thursday afternoon and the
My Austria, by Kurt Schuschnigg, juniors did the same by the freshman
Saturday, the score being 6-2. Games
is both the history of the Austrian
such as these deserve some of the suprepublic and the autobiography of the port tendered the boys in their athletic
author, its last chancellor. Granting endeavors. Let's see a cheering secthat it is difficult reading, somewhat tion we can be proud of at the next
confused, that many matters of gov- intramural women's hockey game.
ernmental importance can not be given
Don't forget the big homecomiNg
to the public, that the translation is hockey game at 10:00 Saturday mornsomewhat stiff and awkward, the book ing. Refreshments will be served at
is of unusual interest for the insight the field house after the game. Old
it gives into the forces, internal and timers expected back are Mary-Helen
external, that destroyed Austria.
Raye, Lucy Cobb, Henny Cliff WoodDesign for the Ballet, by Cyril W. bury, Jane Chase, Louise Steeves,
Beaumont, is a collection of designs Amy Adams, and many others. That
for settings and costumes for the bal- game will be definitely worth watchlet. The plates are interesting—many ing.
of them are colored. But most imporThe "M" Club is sponsoring a suptant, they are valuable in that they il- per at 5 o'clock next Saturday after
lustrate so clearly the use that can be the game at the field house for homemade of inexpensive scenery or back coming members and students. Miss
drops that give atmosphere yet cost Lengyel will speak and movies of last
but little. The trend in recent years year's alumnae hockey game will be
has been to cut down elaborate stage shown in addition to those of former
sets, and to use simple, striking back- pageants.
drops and careful lighting arrangeLights have been put at all four
ments. In two of the Masque plays
corners of the hockey field for late
last year, Johnnie Johnson and A Serafternoon games.
vant of Two Masters, the scenery used
Heading the tennis class ladders
was essentially simple, yet the atmosthis week we have Barbara Gowan,
phere was artistically achieved.
Violet Hamilton, Jeanette Berry, and
The Fun of Photography, by Mario
Dorothy Brewer. This next week
and Mabel Scacheri. The authors'
ought to see some changing around.
recipe for taking pictures is, "Pick out
Flash! Newly elected hockey capa subject worth photographing, limit
tains are: Barbara Savage, freshman;
it to the fewest possible elements,
Priscilla Pineo, sophomore; Jane
eliminate background detail, and
Holmes, junior; and Laura Chute,
shoot." There are hints on composition, development, trick printing, senior.

I

THE RATTLERT ,------9STRANGE INTERLUDES

You may be singing "If It Rams
Who Cares," but way down deep you
know you do care when it rains
Everyone does. A rainy day on the
campus is unexcelled as a developer
of latent collegiana, and as a bringerout of the old stuff. Carefully edited
examples of old stuff traditionally
brought out by Maine rain are:
1. Innumerable hats, faded and
mangled, but priceless as collectors' items.
2. Reversibles that look good but
feel funny. (Especially popular with co-eds.)
3. Raincoats that feel good but
look funny.
4. Professorial umbrellas, occasionally opened.
5. Kerchief on all the gals. (That
immigrant touch.)
6. Pants rolled, shag style.
7. Roadster pipes, (top down).
8. Milling hordes around the coke
geyser in the bookstore.

9. Annulata,
10. That's all for now.
Now it's funny how rain affects
different people, e.g., we had a girl
friend once who loved the rain. She
used to just stand in it with her hands
outstretched. She said it reminded
her of Shelley. Sometimes she caught
a cold. Our roomie is different. Rain
always gives him that Ides of March
expression. Gazing through the window at a prospect dismal and drear,
he thinks of life, love, and his little
girl-friend back home who graduates
from the Academy next June. You
should hear his low, eerie howls. The
rain gets him. Our other roomie is
an exchange student from Cairo. He
likes the rain awful good. He says it
reminds him of the Nile. He was
interesting at first, but you know how
roomies get. . . . Now we can tell
when he feels the Nile coming on and
then we just get up and go. We still
have one roommate left, but he's not
much good. He majors in Eskimo
Civilization and doesn't know whether
it's raining or not. As a matter of
fact, it isn't. It's stopped. So are we.
• is •• *

choice of subject, and some 375 plates,
Play Enters Second Round
showing right and wrong techniques.
In Doubles Tournament
Its value lies in its stress on ideas and
proof of what lively minds can disHopeful of playing in a few more
cover of interest in what appears to
matches on the clay courts before cold
be commonplace.
weather sends them indoors, twentyCrippled Splendor, by Evan John seven teams of players are entered in
based
historical
novel
Simpson, is an
the doubles tournament. In most inon the life of James I of Scotland. stances play has advanced into the
It is a well-written, careful novel, and second round.
there has been little liberty taken with
In the upper bracket, Vernon Kent
the truth. Yet as a story it is vivid
Dick Pierce, seeded number one,
and readable. It begins when James and
Just as we sign off, our three ena bye. Ed Stanley and Robert
at the age of twelve was captured by drew
L. Peterson and Don gaged roomies are settling down to
defeated
Howe
the English, and describes his captivity
(6-2)(6-4) and were sche- the daily love letter, reminding us of
in England, his conflicts with author- Marriner
Dick Chase and Bill the great moral truth that if a gal
to
meet
duled
ity, the years of his marriage, the
seeded number three, who gives a guy rope enough, he'll hang
years of his kingship, and his death. Chandler,
his pin, and be tied down for life,
This is a first novel by Mr. Simpson, drew a bye.
maybe.
In the lower bracket, Bob Hamilton
and it has gone through nine printings
and John Mains, seeded four, drew a
since September, 1938.
up against C. Rob- Frosh Harriers Lose To
"Forth—To War?" by A. J. Muste, bye, bringing them
who defeated Al
Caribou;Tie Old Town
in the Autumn copy of the Anwrican bins and S. Clark
Scholar is a thoughtful, honest treat- Clark and Harry Cope (6-4)(7-5)•
A 28-28 tie with the Old Town cross
Dick Munroe
ment of the effects of "Collective se- Art Weatherbee and
and R. Stinch- country team by the "B" Frosh squad
curity" on the world since the war.;defeated Hal Bronsdon
meet was all that saved the Maine FreshHe points out the uselessness of eco- field (6-1)(6-2) advancing to
Hooke, seeded man cross country teams from a dounomic sanctions that are only half- " Dave Greenlaw and Al
Day and C. ble defeat as Caribou was edging the
heartedly carried out; the futility of six, who drew a bye. Lin
(6_defeated
36-o.
tH. Hopkins and "A" team 27-30.
Pa. llisde
"people's boycotts," "workers' sanc- R
With Spencer, of Old Town, again
Dole
tions," etc. To use an analogy, the
At the bottom of the bracket, Jim pacing to a victory over the rest of
reason why the United States was the
seed- the field. Maine had to finish strong
successful result of the combining of Cahill and Austin Chamberlain,
bringing in order to tie the Indians.
the Thirteen Colonies, is that "none of ed number two, drew a bye,
The "A" squad found a too evenly
the colonies were excluded," and great them up against E. Mertens and E.
Robie balanced Caribou squad running
pains were expended in working out Thompson who defeated Fred
a plan tinder which they would have and Tom Hall (6-3)(6-4). All the against them, with Plouard, the
are expected to Aroostook high school boy, coming
substantial equality of status in the second round matches
within a ,?th of a second of a course
new set-up A set-up was thus creat- be played by this week-end, along with
record and leading the runners home.
several in the third.
The practice of soliciting rides, popularly known as "bumming," ed which was beneficial to all conhas become so widespread among Maine students in the past few cerned and kept them all attached to
the new alignment without imposition
years that it has developed into a serious menace to the safety of of armed force. With the Munich
those who practice it. Both the University administration and the Conference already a part of history,
state police are deeply concerned over the dangers resulting from we may well remember "that the Peace
'What's the Matter
this practice. The former is discouraging students from "bumming" of Versailles, which Hitler is tearing
to
with Joe?"
shreds,
was
signed
at
the
point
of
a
state
law
enforcement
of
the
and the latter plans to begin a strict
gun located in Czechoslovakia that
which forbids it.
the great Thomas G. Masaryk doubted
The Campus appreciates the conspicuous absence of a proper the wisdom of including the Sudeten
system of public transportation to and from Orono. Unfortunately, Germans in the new republic The
"He's suffering from
however, this condition is far beyond our humble power to improve. partition of Central Europe created
Indian Underwear."
In view of this situation we must expect a limited amount of hitch- political monstrosities and impossible
economic
set-ups
which
could
only
be
hiking, but we trust that for their own safety the students will use maintained by
artificial respiration
every caution when "bumming" seems to be imperative.
1There is only one course that will not
lead to practically certain disaster: it
is a renunciation of the game of power
HO
M
EGON!
I
NG
Gorham Normal School
politics and the creation of a new peace
(Continued from Page One)
settlement (before war since no chance
Meets Frosh A Squad
for a decent peace is likely to come
The Freshman -A- cross o.untry tones, museums, and other facilities after it) to include all nations and to
squad met a Gorham Normal team of the University A girls' field hock- deal with the vexed economic issues of
' raw materials, colonies, markets, tarhere at 3 o'clock this afternoon and ey game between a selected student
If you have trouble with
iffs and currencies in a comprehensive
was expected, if all the members team and a group of former stars.
shorts that creep up and saw
and intelligent fashion."
the
come
off
to
run,
,
able
C
to
0
were
•
now alumnae, will be scheduled at
you in two, it's your own
course with a victory.
10:00 a.m.
Intramural Championships
fault for not trying Arrows.
Tuesday, Nov. 1, the "A" squad will
At 11:45 a.m., the annual Alumni-

By University Snoops
New romances seem to be blossoming this fall—Have you seen the way
Peggy and Ted Ladd are looking at one another!!! The little French girl
and Don "Casanova" Moore aren't doing so badly either....Our honorable
Mayor seems to be picking up where A. T. 0. Mike Wanagal left off
Sophomore Stitulis is leaning more toward Balentine than Colvin these days—
Homecoming is lowering the morale of the
Too bad Trick had to go home
campus—Cooch Cooper can't study—Could it be that Don Adams is returning!!! Bob Burleigh is Pin Hanging again—After Xmas—This tinte to a
Dutch girl in N. Y.
Sophomore girls shouldn't look .10. bored at stag dances
—It just isn't good technique... George and Alice Ann had a "vic" party
all by themselves at Kappa Sig last Saturday evening .. S. A. E. Dick Pierce
is dating Gertie Tondreau pretty consistently... .Ellie Crockett and her Dartmouth man are thicker than ever....Have you all heard about Balentine's "Old
Maid's Club"!!! Men must be scarce or the women indifferent----Will the
Verrill-Savage romance outlast graduation!!! We don't think so .. Lucille
Fogg takes her man to classes—Not bad, Lucille . Phil Gregory is requested
to give up his monopoly on the Balentine line ...Is it Austie or isn't it Austie,
Millie!!! Does Skull Robbins have a secret passion for Fritzy!IP We can't
find out ...We did find out what happened to Harris and Ashworth .
Pantie and Buzz (say 'hello,' frosh) Tracy are here and there, now and then .
Chi 0 dance was a big success—Norm Thompson back with Phoebe—Martha
Chase with Doc—Pres. Lynn was absent. .. Can the Maxwell-Fees° affair
be reviving!!! We predict that seniors Parkntan, Fogg, Maguire, and Pagan
will be flaunting diamonds 'come Spring'. Betty Homan: is expecting the
boy-friend fromm Boston this week-end...
Files has left his pin with
a Portland girl—Nice having a car to go back and forth, Maynard .,.Marion
Roberts wasn't even glad to see the chap from home .. Froth Crowley should
tell his gal to leave her car somewhere else besides behind Hannibal—The
Owls are getting wise .. Elnora Savage won't have much trouble keeping a
dancing partner this year. . Bud Browne has VERY nice legs—But please
keep them concealed when in Balentine kitchen—tsk—tsk—Kay and Merrill
are still going strong—Aren't some of you surprised!!! Reese Williams is in
way over his head at this writing .. Bill IVard is disgusted with everything..
Bigger and Better news is expected with Homecoming—We look forward to
the Balentine Tea Dance—To the BOIVDOIN GROWLER which will be
out for the Maine game—Will some COEDS be surprised!!! Every fan will
buy a GROWLER—If we're not mistaken—And we don't think we are ..

By Lea
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Safety First

meet the strongest opponent of the
season, a Farmington Normal School
team, undefeated in its last 26 meets.
Last year this same team, with Eaton,
McWilliams, and Robertson leading,
gave the "A" team its only defeat of
the season If the frosh are at their
strongest, they may spring a surprise.
Next Thursday, Nov. 3, the "B"
squad goes to Lee Academy, where it
will meet the team which the Frosh
"A" team trounced 19-40, Oct. 1.

Faculty luncheon, climax of the morning program, will take place in the
Alumni Memorial. Following the
varsity football game against Colby,
main event of the entire program, the
women's Athletic Association is sponsoring a meeting of the women's 'M'
Club for all students and alumnae
wearers of the 'M' in the Girls' Field
House. Supper, an informal talk by
Miss Helen Lengyel, movies of hockey
games, and plenty of opportunity to
talk over old times will feature this
A "faculty of presidents" this year program.
dispenses knowledge to St. Olaf col.
There will be a meeting of all those
lege students. Listed on the staff are
eight educators who have served as interested in deputation work Tuesday
presidents of other institutions. (ACP) noon, November 1, at 1:00 p.m.

Will Be Played Off Sunday

Phi Eta Kappa and Phi Mu Delta
were the victorious touch-football
teams in the league finals played last
Sunday.
The former gained supremacy of the
northern league by eking out a 1 to 0
victory over Theta Chi, by means of a
single first down in the final quarter.
Phi Kappa Sigma was an easy winner in the southern league by defeating Alpha Tau Omega 18-0, after having won over Phi Kappa Sigma by
the same score.
The two teams will meet next Sunday to decide the intramural championship.

Seamless crotch Arrow
Shorts have extra room and
no creeping tendencies.
They're Sanforized-Shrunk
for permanent fit. A variety
of Arrow short models with
either buttons or Grippers.

VIRGIE'S
ORONO

Go into a huddle with your nearest Arrow dealer and ask him to
show you why Arrow Shorts are
different. He'll tell you that the
center scam which makes ordinary
shorts creep and twist is absent
from Arrow Shorts, that the full
seat with extra yardage allows
for ample room, that Arrows are
Sanforized-Shrunk, and will never
shrink.
For real comfort wear Arrow
Shorts...many fabrics and mode-Is
to choose from, with either but.
tons or Gripper snaps.

650 up
5(4 up

S to s
1, ; •

"Have you seen the New
ARROW SHORTS with
the double wing back?"

SHORTS
TOPS

65c up
50c up

ARROW UNDERWEAR
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State Cross Country Meet Expected
To Be Close with Bobcats and Maine
Fighting for Coveted Championship

Maine Wallops Invading
Bobcats 23-6 in Series
Opener as Passes Click

•

Much Depends on
I
Ken Blaisdell's
Improvement

Arbor Gaining for Maine

By Erwin E. Cooper

Long Touchdown
Run of 30 Yds.
Was Feature

Shute on the I yard line who again
fell over the goal line for Maine's
second score. Drew's attempt to convert was blocked and Maine led 13-6.
Shortly after the beginning of the
fourth quarter, Maine struck again
when Drew passed from about midfield, where Maine got the ball on an
exchange of punts, to Stearns on the
thirty. After receiving the pass,
Stearns was seemingly stopped, but
he spun away from a Bates' tackler,
cut for the sidelines, avoided two other
potential tacklers, and went over
standing up. The run was one of
the most thrilling seen here in recent
years. Drew place-kicked the extra
point and Maine led 20-6.
The Maine scoring, however, was
not yet over for shortly afterward a
desperate Bates team tried to pass
from its own 16 and Bob Bennett, alert
Maine quarterback, intercepted on the
Bates 20 yard line. Maine attempted
to pick up a first down but when it
was stopped Dyer dropped back to
about the 23 and with the ball being
held at an angle by Reitz, who had
just replaced, the blonde halfback
kicked a field goal to make the final
score Maine 23-Bates 6.
Drew and Dyer were easily the
outstanding men in the Maine backfield, with Burr and Genge Maine's
outstanding linemen.
Shute and
Stearns played plenty of end for
Maine while Clough was a stonewall
on defense for the Bobcats. Belliveau
and Bucigross were Bates outstanding
ball carriers.
Principal thing to be noted in the
game was that the Maine team had a
great deal of difficulty in gaining
through the heavy Bates line. Once
again, however, when the Maine running attack failed, the passing attack
was able to supply the necessary offensive punch.

Last week the Junior Varsity opened its season with a 12-6 win over a
strong Higgins Institute team. The fact that the Jayvees performed so well
is nothing more than a tribute to the coaching of Jack Moran, who in his
By Linwood Day
Aided by the accurate passing
spare time is Sports Editor of the Bangor Daily News.
of Dana Drew and the expert
The battle of the year will be
The athletic team on this campus that receives the least support is unreceiving of two ends, Harry
staged at the Bates cross country
doubtedly this same Jayvee team. A proving ground for new and inexperiShute and little Roger Stearns,
track Friday afternoon as Maine
enced players as well as a source of supply for the Varsity, the Jayvees have
the University of Maine football
and Colby bring their guns to
often supplied necessary cogs to a smooth running varsity machine.
team began its quest of State
bear on the state track title now
Red Lane and Stan Johnson are members of the Maine Starting lineup who
Series honors by turning back a
held by the Bates harriers.
last year were members of the Jayvee team while other men like Dick Thomas,
stubborn Bates squad 23-6 on
Bates, with the all-star cluster that
Spud Peabody, Charley Patrinellis, and in other years men like Johnny Gowell
Alumni Field last Saturday afpulled through by three points over
have been sent up from Coach Moran's squad.
ternoon.
Maine last year back, has the inside
Jack handles a squad of 57 players with no assistance whatsoever, whereas
Starting on their own twenty-one
track on the title. They have lost
the Varsity has two coaches and a squad of thirty-nine players, and the Freshearly in the first period, the fast
only Burnett from last year's team.
men, with about 40 players, have four coaches.
In his place they have gained Downey,
We do not wish to detract from the glory and ability of any of the traveling Bears went on a sustained
of the 1936 team, and Coffin. Led by
coaches of the other athletic organizations of the University, but we are sure drive that brought them a lead which
Bridges, they are favorites to win.
that they would be the first ones to agree with us when we say that a squad of would have been sufficient to win the
Maine, however, rates so even with
57 players is too much for one coach to handle all alone. It is true that Jack ball-game. In twelve plays the Maine
team went down the field to score on
The above picture shows Charlie Arbor, sophomore halfback, making a has had a great deal of success, but it would benefit
the Bates combine that the dopesters
both Jayvees and Varsity
a march that was featured by a brilare debating whether the meet will substantial gain against Bates in the third period of the Bates-Maine game. if he could be provided with a capable assistant.
liant end run on a fake pass by Dana
be a tie or a one point win. It is which ended in a victory for the Pale Blue.
• • * * • * * • •
that close. Don Smith, New EngCoach Jenkins' Varsity Harriers had little difficulty in defeating the Colby Drew, who went from his own 32 to
land Champ, is almost sure of a first.
Mules last Saturday afternoon. Maine dropped the State Cross Country the Bates 36 yard line.
The battle will be between Maine's
Arbor and Drew carried alternately,
Championship for the first time in five years last year, and will be up against
sophomore. Ken Blaisdell, and Bridga strong Bates leant running on its own course, when this year's State Meet but when the Maine running attack
es, Bates' leader.
gets under way at LCIVIVOlt. Nevertheless, the Marne runners hate a chance stalled on the Bobcat's 12 yard line,
the Pale Blue took to the air. A lateBlaisdell Hampered by Cold
The varsity cross country team to bring back the title.
The fast improving freshman eleven
ral, Drew to Mallett, was good for
Blaisdell stands a fine chance of still remained undefeated after it had scored its second straight win here
pulling out ahead if he can overcome held a favored Kents Hill squad to a last Friday by defeating the Colby
Evidently Bud Stevens' article of a few weeks back in the Boudoin Orient three yards, but it remained for Drew
the handicap of the cold which has 0-0 tie on the practice field Saturday College runners 20-37. Don Smith does not represent the opinion of all the students on the Bowdoin campus, for to fire a flat pass over the center to
Harry Shute, who fell over the goal
been bothering him for two weeks. morning.
and Ken Blaisdell led the runners by in last week's issue of that same publication Richard E. Doyle, writing a colline for the score. Drew kicked the
Whether the inexperience of Maine's
umn,
"The
Sun
Rises,"
lakes
up
the
cudgel
for
the
continuance
of the State
The game was a hard-fought, nip a good 75 yards in running to a tie
point after touchdown and Maine led
squad will be a determining factor is
Series.
and tuck affair all the way, with both for first place.
7-0.
not yet known. The Pale Blue is
teams battling to a standstill in the
Coming in on the home stretch,
Maine's lead was impressive until
putting up four sophomores and three
Unknown to most Maine undergraduates, there was a Bates man in our
pinches. About even defensively, the Smith and Blaisdell fell in step, both
about the middle of the second quarjuniors against two teams which are
midst
at
the
rally
last
Friday
night.
What
is
more,
he
helped
with
stirring
up
froth showed a better offense, and running in perfect rhythm. Whicher
ter, when Belliveau got off a coffin
preponderantly seniors or juniors.
very nearly pulled out a win as twice and Corde, of Colby, fought neck to the Black Bear against the Garnet's Bobcat .. It was none other than Al
corner kick that went out of bounds
The improvement of the Maine
it thrust deep into Hilltopper territory. neck for the third place, but the Colby Beverage, fICIV M.C.A. Secretary and Assistant Freshman Football Coach.
squad is an encouraging factor in the
And in- on the Maine 2 yard line. Forced to
Kents Hill threatened but once, that harrier proved a little faster in the Yes, sir, that was Al you saw leading the Freshman Swing Band
kick from behind his own goal line,
meet. They are coming along fast
being a drive to the Maine 14-yard last 50 yards than did Whicher. The sidentally, you'll want to be on hand for this week's rally because rumor has
Dyer, in the game in place of Dana
and look better than last year's team
line in the first period which ended rest of the pack were close on their it that Al is going to play the piano in a jam session.
••••••• • •
Drew, got off a short kick that was
right now. If their physical condiwhen Dalrymple recovered a fumble heels, except for a few stragglers on
tion should be right, they will take there.
Well, folks, the statistical department went into operation, and after com- returned by Belliveau to the Maine
both teams.
the meet, although, comparatively,
puting last week's games in which we called three games right and one ended a twenty-three.
Late in the second period, the froth
Summary:
Bates looks better, having taken ColBates took advantage of the break
tic, it finds that our average for the season is now .824.
took the ball on downs on their own
Smith and Blaisdell (M) tied for
by by a margin two points higher
Professor George McReynolds, however, is not one to be impressed by and in five plays drove to the Maine
24-yard line. Two first downs brought first place; Corde (C) third; Whichthan that Maine ran up against the
3 yard line, following which Belliveau
the ball to midfield. Then Barrows er (M) fourth; Chase (C) fifth; figures so that he has challenged the Cam pus board of strategy to a contest
same team.
passed to Witty, an end, to make the
raced off tackle and along the sideline Ehrlenbach (M) sixth; Butterworth to be based on the Commercial Football Chart. The battle started last week
ART IN FLOWERS
Colby, already beaten by both teams
score Bates 6, Maine 7. The attempt
to the Hilltopper 10. An end sweep (M) seventh; Stevens (C) eighth; and the Professor is two up so that I'm going to do some real master minding
this year, is the underdog in the state
to convert was wide, and Maine's lead
Brockway's Flower Shop
and a power play failed to gain; and Chanbonnean (C) ninth; Hartwell this week.
meet. Card, Chase, and Charbeneau
Before I start thinking, however, here are this week's games chosen by was safe for the moment.
Central St., Bangor
on the last play of the half, a Maine (M) tenth; /deserve (M) eleventh;
are likely to figure prominently in the
Maine got a break early in the third
end, closely guarded by two Kents Hill Ferrald (C) twelfth; and Gooch (C) my usual method of guessing.
Phil Gregory, SAE
placing. But Colby lacks both the allquarter that resulted in a score when
Maine 21—Colby 13
backs, barely missed a pass over the thirteenth. Time: 22:44.2.
Campus Agent
round strength and individual stars
Harry Shute rushed in to block BelliBowdoin 20—Bates 0
goal line.
necessary to give it the championship.
veau.s punt on the Bates 37 yard line,
Freshmen 14—Bridgton 0
In the second half, the game conIn all probability, the fight will be
and Red Lane recovered on the Bates
Junior Varsity Meets
Jayvees 7—Coburn 6
almost a closed one between Bates tinued to be fought out in midfield.
' 15.
And Lest we forget, Amen.
Fri.
Coburn,
Unbeaten
Driving
line
play
held
gains
to
a
minand Maine.
Two plays later Drew passed to
Probably the outcome will hinge imum, although the frosh managed to
FILMS
The Junior Varsity will try to stop
for
upon the capability of Blaisdell to keep the ball well away from their the winning streak of an undefeated
Tuesday night, November 1, there
COLBY—MAINE
outrun Bridges, and for Ralph Which- own goal line. Near the close of the Coburn eleven, Friday afternoon at will be a joint supper meeting of the
ALL OCCASIONS
(Continued
from
Page
One)
cr Floyd Jackson, Phil !deserve, fourth period Nat Crowley took a two o'clock.
to fit
Cabinets in the M.C.A. building at
pass from Tom Pollock on the Kents
Howard Ehrlenbach, and Dale ButAll Cameras
Coburn will field a big, heavy, ag- 6:30. Will all of the members who blocking of the opposing team's
Hill 20 yard line. Then Barrows
Call at Tim's for
terworth to split up the Bates combi24 hour finishing service
picked the ball from the hand of a gressive eleven, which is rated as one are able to come, please notify their strongest tackles has paved the way
good all-round work
nation and snare the place points
which
Get a picture record
has
state,
and
best
in
the
of
the
back
on the ancient Statue of Liberty
for many of the backfield's long runs.
Two-chair shop-ss bich are likely to decide the meet.
intention of attending?
of HOMECOMING
play, and dashed to the 10-yard line. run roughshod over Higgins and the
no waiting
In the backfield, Jack Reitz will
Hit hard by the Hill secondary, he Colby freshmen, while it has been tied
A sociologist at Indiana University share the signal-calling work with
Tim the Barber
Jay Vees Down Higgins fumbled and Kents Hill held on until by M.C.I.
hired "a well-known expert in theft" Lefty Bennett. Dana Drew and
5 Mill St.
Orono
Est. 1894
The Coburn squad is made up of .y
In Hard Fought Battle the end of the game.
the week to tell him about the Charlie Arbor at the halfback posts,
championWaterville's
players
from
Irvin Ballou, froth center, was all
trade." Then he compiled a lexicon and either Pete Mallett or Doc GerA fighting but inexperienced J.V.
over the field on defense, and turned ship eleven and many players who have of terms in underworld jargon for the rish at fullback complete the starting
eleven showed great promise in dein a good offensive game. Barrows starred for Portland and South Port- several branches of thievery. (ACP) line-up.
feating Higgins Classical Institute
stood out on offense, along with Crow- land, respectively.
12-6 Friday afternoon. Reeling off
VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
Halfbacks Jumping Joe Hachey and
ley, both making substantial gains at
14 first downs to Higgins' 8, the
times. Coffin also turned in sterling Teddy Greases, who lead the Coburn , ilton and Koysicki, ends; Bullitt and
jayvees showed offensive as well as
onslaught, will put the jayvees to a Susi, tackles; Marriner and Pangborn,
play in the line.
See us about your
defensive ability.
real test. Gibson at end will prob- guards; Smart, center; Robinson,
For
Kents
Hill,
Carey,
at
full,
perFALL
The J.V. scored early in the second
HOUSEPARTY
a
thorn
in the J. V. side as he quarterback; Murray, left halfback;
ably be
period when Si Brody and Dick Chase formed well, with Collins turning in is a fine offensive as well as defensive
PROGRAMS
halfback;
Brody,
and
right
Burgeon,
a
fine
performance
at
end.
smashed their way from their own
player.
fullback.
20-yard line to Higgins' 4-yard stripe,
"While the J. V. made a few misFirst collegiate courses in pulp and
188 Exchange St.
where Brody went over for a touchpaper technology were offered by the takes for which they paid, they have
Bangor—Dial 5243
down on an off-tackle smash.
improvement
shown
marked
and
will
University fo Maine 25 years ago.
In the third period Maine started a
give Coburn a fight," said Coach jack
(ACP)
HANI:411111
march down the field, after receiving
Moran when asked about Friday's
the kickoff, to Higgins' 25-yard line.
ORONO
game. "I'm pleased with the way the
Welcomes its alumni
.old
Robertson threw a pass to Kozicky of it. Ward received the ball from whole squad reacted last Friday."
friends
Thurs. I t 2.SMART FEL IS
which went wild, and the jayvees punt- center and threw a forward to Hamlin
BARBARA
The squad will show a more versa..TOUCHDOWN AK M l'
Come in and visit us
ed.
STAN WYCK
at $2.95
who in turn lateraled it to Sakovitz. tile attack as it has received new plays
while in Orono
with
Higgins. not able to advance the The latter eluded two tacklers and the and has been working on them all week
in
Adam Hats—One Price
ball, kicked to the 50-yard line, where safety man and went over for
John Howard, Mary Carlisle
perfect
in
them
order
for
to
Coburn.
Higgins'
LUNCHES
"THE MAD MISS
News—Sportlite—Comedy
Robertson was cut down as he at- only score of the game.
The probable lineup will find HamCONFECTIONERY TOBACCO
MANTON"
tempted to run it back. On the next
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 28-29
play Robertson, finding a hole through
CH ARLES WOOLACOTT
181 Exchange St.
Starts Sat,
"VALLEY OF THE
tackle, carried the ball down to Hig- A,
Orono
BANGOR
Robert Donat
GIANTS"
gins' 36-yard line.
in
with
After gaining a yard on two plays,
1Vayne Morris, Claire Trevor
lirody threw a pass to Hamilton. The
"THE CITADEL"
ball was deflected by a Higgins player
Keep in Touch With
News—Pop. Science—
From the Best-seller Novel
and bounced into the hands of Hamil"Fighting Devil Dogs" No. 6
ATHLETIC, FRATERNAL, AND CAMPUS NEWS
Special showing on Saturday
ton, who ran twelve yards for a touchMon., Tues., Oct. 31-Nov. 1
ORONO
THEATRE BLDG.
morning at 9:30
down.
The following coupon will bring you
Wallace Decry, Mickey Rooney
Higgins' score came late in the secTHE BEST HAIRCUT YOU CAN GET
THE MAINE CAMPUS
ond period, when a drive down the
in
A Hearty Welcome to All My Old Customers
field culminated in a touchdown, after
for the rest of the year
"STABLEMATES"
MILL CASEY
PROP.
a pass with a lateral tacked on the end
News—Pictorial—Cartoon
Clip and mail to MAINE CAMPUS
BANGOR
Box 69, U. of M., Orono
Wed., Nov. 2
A HOLD-OVER SHOW
This
is the Big Nite
A
WOOLEY'S FOR NOVELTIES
Don't miss--Be here
Today, Fri., Sat.
PUT
Enclosed is $1.00 for CAMPUS Subscription for following :
Showing
UP
RONALD COLMAN
Favors, Novelties, Surprises—Everything for the
JOB
"HAVING A WONDERIn
Name....
HOUSEPARTIES
FUL TIME"
In coiffure for all
Ginger Rogers. Douglas
Individuality —
"IF I WERE KING"
Address..
TRY THE MAINZ BLAINE
Fairbanks, Jr.
By
Glorious Romance
City
Comedy—Cartoon—
Flaming Adventure
Pop. Science
I will notify of change of address
Always Continuous Daily
3 shows daily, 2:30, 6:30, 8:30
Signed
I
'lit 31
, lag
Feature, 3:00, 7:00, 9:00
from 1:30 P.M.
l'h4,ne 470

Varsity Tops Colby
Freshman Eleven
Ties Kents Hill 0-0 In Cross Country

Umversity Barber Shop

Nichols' Drug Store

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

BACON PRINTING CO.

BIJOU

ghe Chalet_,

ALLAN-LEWIS CO.

ALUMNI

STRAND BARBER SHOP

OPERA HOUSE

tflfarcris Beauty

Wooley's Novelty Shop
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Chi Omega Informal

Sigma Chi Informal

By Lea

'Boys Are Better Now
But Lack Pep' Says
Frank The Cop

Chi Omega sorority held its annual
Sigma Chi social fraternity held its
formal dance last Saturday night. The fall informal dance Saturday evening, "University of Maine students have
chaperons were: Mrs. Blanche Rob- October 22, at the Penobscot Valley more respect for authority now than in
erts, house mother, Prof. and Mrs.
Country Club with Paul Nfonoghan's previous years," said Frank the Cop,
Walter Chadbourne, and Prof. and
a recent interview. Frank has been
furnishing the music. Chap- in
orchestra
Mrs. Harold Swift.
, on the police force at Maine for the
erons were: Mr. and Mrs. John E.
last fourteen years, and has seen and
Among those attending were: Allan
Stewart, Dr. and Mrs. Robert R.
heard many interesting things during
Trask. Helen Lewis; Stanley Holland,
R.
Elmer
Mrs.
and
Dr.
Drummond,
that time, which he will tell you perElizabeth Perry; James Cooper, MaHitchner, and Dr. and Mrs. Asa A.
sonally, but not for publication.
rie Folsom; Roger Andrews, Elise
Adams.
Mahin; Henry Piorkowski, Louise
"The students in previous years were
The following couples were present:
Rice; John Colby, Elizabeth Sturtedivided quite evenly into two factions.
BarSmith;
Donald
Simpson,
Anna
vant; Robert H. Bennett, Elsie Sheper cent of them were all right
Richard Thomas; Carolyn Fifty
ban; Russell Leafe, Eleanor Dougher- bara Grace,
by the campus rules; the
abided
and
Reed, Ervin Berlou; Ferne Lunt, Carl
ty; Robert Merrill, Marie Pousland;
other fifty per cent did all they could
Browne;
Paul
Cobb,
Lucy
Toothaker;
Ralph Whicher, Margaret Peaslee;
to break the rules. That average is
Helene Franke, Donald Moore; Anna
Albert Dyson, June Phelps; John Degreatly changed now though," Frank
Virginia
Chandler;
William
Verrill,
quine, Frances Sawyer; Thomas Wilstated. "About ninety per cent do what
E.
Mary
Schmidt;
George
Verrill,
liams, Frances Violette; Jack Reitz,
per cent are
Chase, is right; the Other ten
Martha
Getchell;
Jorn
Cooper,
Esther Drummond; Paul E. Moran,
Phil- easy to keep my eye on."
Hopkins,
Emily
Gerrish;
Harold
Ruth McClelland; Phillip Grant, DorTo prove his point that the general
ip Libby; Elizabeth Gruginskis, Kirby
othy Davis.
Hight; Elizabeth Kruse, Lauress respect and attitude of the student
Rudolph Sadler, J. Alice Smith; Parlcman; Beatrice Gleason, Norman has improved over that of past years,
Clarence Genge, Helen Wormwood; Danforth.
Frank said that instead of having the
Philip Harriman, Margaret Phillips;
usual forty policemen on duty HomeNystrom;
George
Wing,
Dorothy
Howard Ehrlenbach, Frances BickDay, there will be only thirty.
coming
Margaret Maxwell, Robert Feero;
ford; Dale Butterworth, Gloria MiniWhen asked about the pep and attiFales, Dallas Edwards; Anita
Joan
utti; Charles Clough, Hilda Rowe;
Miller, Frederick Patterson; Marion tude of present-day homecomers cornDavid Greenlaw, Elizabeth Wallace;
Borden, Franklin Jones; Barbara Orff, pared to those of previous years, Frank
Edwin Lord, Ernestine Pinkham; EdHamden; Ruth Reed, Stan- said that there is very little compariFrederick
ward Bonacorso, Edith Jacobs; Richley Cowin; Eleanor Look, Kenneth son. Alumni attending Homecoming
ard Piper, Dorothy Steeves; Allan
Robertson; Shirley Mitchell, Harvard now are much more quiet, and very
Hook, Geraldine Gay; Robert MacWhitten; Charlotte Dimitre, William little effort is needed to keep under
Donald, Helen Maling; J. Burleigh
Brann; Josephine Campbell, Walter control those few who are not.
Crane, Dorothy Warren; Leon BreStisulis; Jeanette Sanborn, Louis HarThe last rally had more pep and a
ton, Margaret Moulton; Wallace
ris; Virginia Pease, Charles Gardner; !larger turnout than for sonic time,
Beardsell, Nancy Philbrook; William
Alice Christie, Frank Griffith.
'seeming more like the rallies Maine
Chandler, Anna Verrill; Gerald
Priscilla Pine°. Lester Felt; Mar- used to have. "Present-day students
Schmidt, Virginia Verrill; Kenneth
garet Hoxie, William Finnigan; Jean aren't lacking in respect, but they
Burr, Ruth Warren; John Derry,
Sanborn, Philip Gregory; Elizabeth could do with more pep," was Frank's
Virginia Moulton; Carl Osgood, Edith
Reid, Earle Tibbetts; Helen Phil- final statement.
Stevens; Henry Ramsdell, Marguerbrook, David Trafford; Charlotte Curite Davis; Philip Cummings, Barrie, Russel Springer; Mary Bates, Forestry Club Hears Two
bara Colwell; Kenneth Robertson,
Grant Staples; Jane Dyer, Roderic
New Staff Members Speak
Eleanor Look; Donald Smith, Anna
Gardner; Marian Dunbar, Norman
Simpson; Harvard Whittan, Shirley
Thompson; Margaret Philbrook, Paul
The Forestry Club met Thursday
Mitchell: Mr. and Mrs. Vance SpringLouis evening, October 20, in Winslow Hall,
Wyman; Joan McAllister,
er.
Bourgoin; Barbara Young. Francis with Mr. Robert W. Hess and Mr.
Fortier; Doris Currier, William Clif- John B. Quent, new members of the
Last Friday's Stag I)ance
ford.
Forestry staff, as guest speakers.
Sponsored by Alpha Zeta
Mr. Hess spoke on the mountaineers
NOTICE TO ALL
of the Ozark Mountains in Arkansas,
Alpha Zeta, honorary agricultural
FRESHMEN
and Mr. Quent, on the mountaineers
fraternity, sponsored a stag dance
the Smoky Mountains in TennesFriday, October 21, in the Alumni
Those freshmen who purchase of
Gymnasium.
tickets to the Senior Skull Stag see.
Donald Smith was chairman of the Dance will be exempt from all , Refreshments were served at the
committee in charge, which included freshman rules from 7:30 p.m., I end of the program.
also Walter Hanley and Robert Hem- Friday, Oct. 28, until 7:30 a.m.
Friday night, October 28, following
Monday. Oct. 31. Tickets may
ingway.
the Rally there will be Open House
Chaperons were Prof. and Mrs. be obtained from any Senior
at the M.C.A.
Chester A. Jenkins and Prof. and Mrs. Skull.
Matthew Highlands.
NOTICE
Paul Monaghan's orchestra furni shed the music.
Candidates for Hovey Memorial Scholarships, which are'
Electrical Engineering Club available only to sophomores,
Has Bliss for Speaker juniors, and seniors in the College of Technology who are on •
Warren H. Bliss, instructor in electhe dean's list at this time, are
trical engineering, spoke on "Transrequested to register at Dean
mission of Pictures by Radio" at the
Paul Cloke's office by noon Satfirst meeting of the Electrical Engiurday. October 29, at the latest.
neering Club held last Thursday in
Lord Hall.
Train tickets for the Bowdoin
After the discussion period follow- trip will be on sale at the Treasing the lecture, it was decided to hold urer's office on Monday, Tuesmonthly meetings for the remainder day, and Wednesday afternoons
of the year.
and all day Thursday.

LESLIE LITTLE
(Continued from Page One)

FROSH FORUM
(Continued from Page Om)

coy value, and concluded that these
must be left to the judgment of the
appraiser.
Col. Frank E. Southard, chairman
of the Maine Public Utilities Commission, gave the third lecture, "How
Are Public Utilities a Commission
Function?" this afternoon in South
Stevens.

human nature is not desecrated."
Belief in the church as a divine institution is the third principle. It is
not a man-made institution, said the
speaker; it is guided through the

WILFRID WALTER
(Continued from Page One)

HAS
U.COLLECTPRINCETON
LARGEST
THE
114E cmgMASKS' "THRU
ION OF DEATH
OFOtCt'IIIS LAND,
IN
("PORTRAIT'S
PLASTER)
IN THE UNITED STATES. THE UNIVERSITY OF

or in Italy, or at home in London or
in Chicago.
Before turning to the stage, Mr.
Walter was a painter. The World
War took him from the arts to Flanders where he served with the artillery and as a liason officer with
French artillery.

TEXAS HA5 PROFITED TO THE EXTENT
OF 417,5CO,ODD!

THE SENIOR QASS AT AANLENBURG
COLLEGE IS ALLOWED TO PLANT IVY
IF THEY ARE ALL
BACHELORS

RALLY
(Continued from Page One)
sters.
The list of speakers included Ted
Curtis, Coach Fred M. Brice, and acting captain Dana Drew. Members of
the squad were introduced individually.

fi'HASN'T 13EEN
PLANTED FOR
25 YEARS!

spirit of God.
The sacramental system is the central point where God touches the lives
of men. This is the normal way of
contact, said Father Gillette.
Belief in the historic ministry of the
church is the fifth point. The succession of ministers, priests, and deacons
is the protection for the church and
sacraments against heretic forces.
Other churches do not believe in the
apostolic succession, that is, the power
of bishops, one after the other, to
ordain ministers. They are afraid,
declared the speaker, because to them
a magic seems to be passed from one
bishop to another. The authority of
the church is merely being vested in
one place, however.

Say it with Flowers
from

CA C

Dr. John R. Crawford, assistant
professor of education, went to New
York City this week to attend a joint
meeting fostered by the American
Commission of Education and the
Educator's Recording Bureau,

Book Review Is Featured
Rev. Buehrer Will Speak
At Fireside Meeting
Mon.
Forum
Freshman
At
Monday night, October 31, the second in a series of talks on the Churches
will be sponsored by the M.C.A.
Freshman Forum Committee. Reverend Edwin 'E. Buehrer will speak
on the Community Church Movement.
Here is a chance for many of us to
hear from the leaders of these various
groups within Christianity the origin.
meaning, and purpose of the other side
of the Church.

Mildred Walton's review of Vincent Sheenan's Personal History was
the main feature of the fireside meeting which was held Sunday evening
in Balentine parlor.
About 25 attended this meeting, the
first of a series of fireside meetings
that the Y.W.C.A. is planning to sponsor in the girls' dormitories. Group
singing followed Miss Walton's review. and refreshments were served.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Patronize Our Advertisers

Bangor Nursery Flower Shop
BOB BRAM HALL
Beta House
Campus Agent

FEATURES ALL THE NEWEST
FASHIONS OF THE SEASON
The full-shirted "chemise" frock .
the bias-cut frock with fluid, sweeping
lines and tiny, taut waist . flattering ordinary figures, making good
figures seem divine!

grace Shoppe
ORONO, MAINE

When you want

Something Different
in

PARTY DRESSES or COATS

IT'S OUR DUTY TO PROTECT YOUR BEAUTY

You can find it at

.Cillian's Beauty Shop

Ube System Co.

46 Main St., Orono
Tel. 430

THE BESSE SYSTEM

STORE

Bangor, Me.

98 Main St.

o Conform %Oh the hours tot tin ()toon Barbershops

The University Barber Shop
on Campus
XV111

111

1111( 11

\l1111

I tics.,

Wed., Thurs., Fri. Nights

Until f iirther Notice

You'llfind smokers
After the Colby Game—We'll see you at the

Football Dance
at the

BANGOR HOUSE
I

Perky Reynolds' Orch.

r charge $75

PAUL WIIITEMAN

Ye Brass Aail

Ferry Wednesday F:resolni
Ylt ACIR
(:n.oRtAt
A LLEN
BURNS
Ern, f rid., hyalite
All C. B. S. Stations

Maine's Finest Restaurant

EIMME DoOLFY

STEAKS — CHOPS — CHICKEN — LOBSTER

Football Highlight'
Every Thursday and Saturday
51 Leading N. B. C. Starless

HONE

Or

SIZZLING PLATTER SPECIALTIES

Air Conditioned

..with MORE PLEASURE

Free Parking

for millions

202 Exchange Street, BANGOR, MAINE
%or

everywhere keeping Chesterfields with them all day long.
They add to your pleasure when
you're on the job and when you
take a night off.
It takes good things to make a good
product. That's why we use the best
ingredients a cigarette can have
—mild ripe tobaccos and pure
cigarette paper—to make Chesterfield the cigarette that smokers
say is milder and better-tasting.
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